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Abstract:   We evaluate these topics using the Meth8/VŁ4 modal logic model checker:  

Refutation of the fundamental problem of Christology

We assume the method and apparatus of Meth8/VŁ4 with Tautology as the designated proof value, F 
as contradiction, N as truthity (non-contingency), and C as falsity (contingency).  The 16-valued truth
table is row-major and horizontal, or repeating fragments of 128-tables, sometimes with table counts, 
for more variables.  (See ersatz-systems.com.)   

LET ~ Not, ¬ ;   +  Or, , , ∨ ∪  ⊔ ;   -  Not Or;   &  And, , ∩ , ∧ ⊓, ·, ◦ , ⊗ ;   \  Not  And;   
>  Imply, greater than, →,  , , ⇒ ↦ , , ≻ ⊃ ↠ ;   <  Not Imply, less than, , ∈ , , , , ≺ ⊂ ⊬ ⊭ ←,  ≲ ;   
=  Equivalent, ≡, :=, ⇔, ↔, , ≈, ≜  ≃ ;   @  Not Equivalent, ≠, ⊕;  
%  possibility, for one or some, , !, ∃ ∃ ◊, M;   #  necessity, for every or all, , ∀ □, L;
(z=z)  T as tautology, , ordinal 3;   (z@z)  ⊤ F as contradiction, Ø, Null,  , zero⊥ ;   
(%z>#z)  N as non-contingency, Δ, ordinal 1;   (%z<#z)  C as contingency, , ordinal 2∇ ;   
~( y < x)  ( x ≤ y),  ( x  y), ( x ⊆  y)⊑ ;   (A=B)  (A~B).
Note for clarity, we usually distribute quantifiers onto each designated variable.

From: Beall, J.C.  (2019).  A defense of contradictory Christology.  Journal of analytic theology. 7:400-433. 
journals.tdl.org/jat/index.php/jat/article/view/293/518   jc.beall@uconn.edu

(0.1)
Remark 0.1:  We reject Eq. 0.1 as inexact for Anglo Catholicism and rewrite it as:

If God created man who is mutable then if Christ is God who is not mutable and 
Christ is God and man, then Christ is not mutable. (4.1)

LET p, q, r, s: God, Christ, man, mutable.

(((p>(r>s))>((q=p)>~s))&(q=(p&r)))>(q>~s) ;
TTTT TTTT TTTT TTTT (4.2)

Remark 4.2:  Eq. 4.2 is tautologous, confirming there is no "fundamental problem".   

Eq. 4.2 also has the advantage of showing that Christ as mutable is not tautologous:

(((p>(r>s))>((q=p)>~s))&(q=(p&r)))>(q>s) ;
TTTT TTTF TTTT TTTT (4.3)



Moreover for the "fundamental problem" as consequent, for Christ as mutable and not 
mutable, that also is not tautologous:

(((p>(r>s))>((q=p)>~s))&(q=(p&r)))>(q>(~s&s)) ;
TTTT TTTF TTTT TTTT (4.4)

Eq. 4.2 also fits as a consequent to the primary antecedent of defining God the Holy 
Trinity as:

If God is equivalent to Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, then
if God created man who is mutable then if Christ is God who is not mutable and 
Christ is God and man, then Christ is not mutable. (6.1)

LET p, q, r, s, t, u: God, Christ, man, mutable, Father, Holy Ghost.

(p=((t&q)&u))>
((((p>(r>s))>((q=p)>~s))&(q=(p&r)))>(q>~s)) ;

TTTT TTTT TTTT TTTT}128 (6.2)

Remark 6.2:  In the consequent for (q>s) or (q>(~s&s)), the truth table result is the 
same as for Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4 as TTTT TTTF TTTT TTTT}128.

After all of this, we ask why mutability was claimed as a fundamental problem of 
Christology in the first place, and can only point to a root cause as theology outside 
that of the Historic Church.

This example utilizes application of Meth8/VŁ4 to conjectures in analytic theology.
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